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I’m catching rose petals
Sprinkled with your love

And so much I learn to accept in them your breath 
Until I become a rose
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THE BIRTH OF BEAUTY

Birth from sin
In the Garden of Eden

Or from love
In abject poverty

In the shining of miracle
God gave us souls 
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CHiLD´S
 FEAR
    Woven from love
Childhood was born

  In unfettered dreams
Unaware of the value

   Of  freedom

In the dissipation of  laughter
Unwittingly scattering

         Joy

  In the courage to shine
Unaware of the existence
                          Of fear

In the wild energy
To make the carousel spin
Not knowing
How to recognise failure 

How much love 
can childhood contain

      All
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Distance challenges you 
To run

The starry sky to look 
Up

The beauty of flowers makes you to smell
The rain to get soaked

Bent down to earth you  
look for four-leaved clover
Intoxicated with pure beauty
Putting away its fractions 

Just shimmering in your eyes

And from all you have touched
One day you will build

A cathedral

The Teenager
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LOVE 
and Facebook

In desire you search for the unknown
And in the hope of finding

You are on the verge of happiness

And driven by the wind in your heart
You are able to fly in your dreams

Until by touch you convert them 
Into love

And in his desire to turn things into gold
Midas almost starves to death
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THE ENCOUNTER

In the dance of love
You let yourself be captured

By the melody of soul
You have touched

And in union
As if you have just experienced
The encounter with God

You will never embrace

(And the rose that now quite differently
Smells

He left with you as a talisman) 
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ABANDONED
Secrets drowned in treachery 

The unuttered screams
Waste despair

By tears you will be washed away
Like a pearl

On the sea floor

But who can  abandon you?
Only you can
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The Puppet is 
Playing with Puppets

You have changed for vengeance
And with pride in hands

You are going to conquer the world
Along the path well-trodden

By the history of humankind

Incorrigible
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THE PLATFORM 

You are as quiet as a lake
You are a choppy sea

You are as bright as meadows in bloom
And as tender as birch trees by the stream

You are as dark as a forest
And inaccessible as a mountain

You are like a country                                    
You are bound to
In metamorphoses of beauty
And clad in the dress of sea  
mountains and meadows
Without the bonds of love
You only wear rags

And in your home you  
are yourself a stranger
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STAGE
THE ON

At the auction of beauty

For the luxury and dance of lust

And all your beauty 
Falls to your feet

For the admiration that accepts sacrifices

Like the blossom you tread on

That will heal the wounds of Eros
Only then will Aphrodite whisper to you

That beauty is forever

And bring the ointment

 On your way to Mount Olympus
Through the valley of the dead you have to pass

You went under the hammer
(Their price went up too)
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Champagne is pouring down your face

Sold for thirty pieces of silver
You are bathing in slavery

And the crowd (unaware of what they are doing)

Have just crucified you

Who knows that it is blood from your wounds
   The body advertised
You don’t know your soul is departing

REPROGRAMMING
VIPPARTY
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You are wandering through the desert

In search of freedom

Bound by the Golden Calf
You forgot where you are going and why

On your road to nowhere
You want to find a well of water

So you can glimpse for at least a second 

Your beautiful face
And then it dawns upon you
That you don’t need a mirror

Only some clear water
Which will bring you back to life
The well you found in the desert 

Was empty
Unfilled with the thirst of pilgrims

Like you

THE BEAUTY

SOLD
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NEVERMORE!NEVERMORE!
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She Was Killed

In the Coliseum of death once again

An emperor played God
And crowned your victory

With a thumb turned down

And beauty like Pilate
Washed her hands
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THE RESURRECTION

I found you in a blossoming tree
In a sinful apple too

In a child’s innocence
In a mother’s tenderness

And a father’s stern eye

I found you in every embrace
In fertile fields

In the picture melody and dance

I found you in every fulfilment
But I felt you best
When you were not here God

I’m catching rose petals
Sprinkled with your love
And so much I learn to accept in them your breath
Until I become a rose

Amen
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I tell you, her sins, which are many, are forgiven ... ...for she loved much.
Luke, 7.47
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ANNA ONLI (TKATCHENKO)
Graduated from Saint Petersburg school of modelling. Her most important achievement as 

a model includes the Calendar of a 20th century woman – documenting in twelve images 

the history of a woman across the decades. However, Anna gave up her successful career as 

a model to study Arts at the Academy of Culture and Arts in Saint Petersburg. She worked 

for some time as a curator. She studied acting under the director and psychologist, Igor 

Kalinauskas, whose unique method (DFS) is in use by professionals worldwide. Anna is cur-

rently studying modern dance. As an accomplished actress and dancer, she takes part in 

the production of video clips, working with internationally recognised  

choreographers and directors.
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IGOR KALINAUSKAS 
Is a professional in many different walks of life. He studied to become a theatre director 

and subsequently directed dozens of theatrical productions. As a musician, he composes 

and plays music. As a painter, he specialises in abstract painting with spiritual motifs. He 

has produced more than 1,500 paintings which are to be found in the private collections of 

art lovers all over the world. In 1999, Igor Kalinauskas was elected a member of the Inter-

national Academy of Science and Culture in San Francisco. He is a Professor of Philosophy 

and has a Ph.D. in the field of philosophy and the psychology of personality. His methodol-

ogy has been widely applied by artists, athletes and anyone looking for self-improvement 

who seeks to realise, love and be in control of his or her life. He has written twelve books, 

many of them translated and published abroad. As he says, he was born to enjoy his life. 

We all of us have a chance to be masters of our fates.

JAKUB KLIMO
Is a romanticist, adventurer, inventor, one of the most acclaimed of Slovak fashion photog-

raphers. He studied photography at the School of Applied Arts and the Academy of Fine 

Arts and Design. He was winner of the Fujifilm Europress Photo Awards (2005). At the 2007 

International Festival of Fashion Photography in Cannes, he won the Talent of the Year 

title. Thanks to his professionalism, he has developed a strong position both in Slovakia and 

abroad. He has prepared advertising campaigns for a number of companies (Avon, Loreal) 

and taken part in the production of numerous reality shows, as well as a charity project for 

talented Roma children. Jakub devotes his leisure time to his motorbike, vintage cars and, 

naturally, he is highly enthusiastic about his occupation. As he puts it, he takes pictures of 

beautiful women to tell people a fairy tale of goodness and beauty.
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